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Connected in love with all dear living beings
The connection to the one who created plants, animals and humans for the Garden of Eden out of
and with love, to our loving Creator, every human being already has this in his heart from birth.
This connection lives through his life, the liveliness and it expresses itself in love. "Love" and "life"
mean the same thing.
There is no need for a belief, and not at all for any religious "hula hula".
On this page you will find thoughts, references and cross connections that will open the eyes of
interested and open minded people. It is NOT about belief, but about comprehension and
awareness!
An "atheist" or an "agnostic", who is lovingly connected with all dear living beings and people in
his environment, is more intimately connected with our loving Creator, than a super-Christian or
Jew or Muslim or or a spiritual master of any religion, who pretends to live or actually lives the
"faith" or a "The Law" completely.
Religions have only the purpose to disturb our consciousness, the loving connection to all living
beings and to our loving creator and to replace it by connections to "angels" or "gods" and to make
us so controllable and to divert so our life energy.
This concerns ALL religions.
There are no power systems that can do without religion ("re-legion"?). The power elite lets us
know in many places that THEIR "gods" and "angels" are elementary components of their exercise
of power. The believers are deceived into this occult system of the exercise of power and
enslavement with cunning and fraud.
To the cautious people, who refuse these religions for good reasons, the elite and the "allowed"
schools of thought allow to them only a world view, in which there is practically no spiritual reality.
In the religions (and in the esotericism - it is the same) the most crude ideas of the reality are
"allowed" - but who speaks or thinks about spiritual things outside of the religions is declared crazy.
In this way, these clever and cautious people, who refuse religions and, on multiple advice of the
environment, also are not allowed to have any thoughts about a spiritual reality, are misled in
another way and are prevented from realizing their potential. In reality also the "atheism" formed by
installed masterminds is a religion, deeply occult and like the religions the opposite of what it
pretends to be.
The connection to "Father" to our loving Creator - this connection is present in us from birth, as
said earlier, even if we do not feel it, even if we have no awareness of it.
Rites, symbols, prayers, temples, priests, especially sacrifices - these, on the other hand, are the
instruments and methods to establish the connection to other spiritual beings with whom we are
NOT connected in a natural way and with whom we should rather not connect even in our own
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interest. And these other spiritual beings have actually nothing to do on this earth, because the earth
was created for us humans and the other dear living beings.
They have, if we believe the so-called "monotheistic" traditions of "Christianity", Judaism and
Islam, as "fallen angels", as ("fallen") swooping vulture "angels", fallen down to earth. According to
these traditions our loving creator could not come to an agreement with the serpent, because this
wanted to strike out more for itself. According to these traditions, one third of all angels followed
this snake down to the earth. That angels would stay there and would let themselves be worshipped,
who would be connected with our loving creator, this is not indicated in any single tradition. Angels
come probably on "missions" briefly to the earth and do not get involved there also in relations with
humans, but return after accomplished task or transmitted message. "Channeling", God worship,
sacrifices and the like would be possible according to this logic only with "fallen angels" - and this
happens in all religions intensively and permanently.
So it is handed down in most different writings or one can conclude this from traditions.
Why should we pay attention to these traditions, however, if they were compiled, twisted and
published without exception by people from different writings, who represented at the same time
the power elite and who lived since time immemorial pretty much the opposite of the values which
they represented by means of their religions and by means of their traditions ostensibly?
To understand this question, we should first take note that the power elite is extremely religious.
No, and they do NOT live in contradiction to THEIR religion, to their religions. In fact, the religion
of this power elite is very dark, satanic, demonic, destructive.
This, contrary to much of what we say here, is not a belief, it is fact. "Fact" is not what we say here
about their gods and spiritual "realities" because we can't see that either, we only have our views on
that.
Fact are the statements which we say here about the religions of the powerful ones. Because to this
they themselves give information willingly. Also in the so-called "quality media" we find an
abundance of documentations (admittedly all broadcast after 23:00 o'clock), in which
representatives of the secret societies report frankly about their cults, about their faith, about their
religions. These reports and descriptions are the fact which we cannot deny and which to take
seriously we suggest to every interested and engaged person!
But why please do the powerful give so willingly information about their religions and why should
they give us in their traditions like for example the Bible relevant hints about the reality at all, if
they have the power to tell us what they want about the media controlled by them since thousands
of years?
More about this on the next page about "responsibility"

Responsibility
Can traditions from the hands of destructive and deceitful people be meaningful to us at all (that
was the question at the end of the home page)?
The following answer is a nice introduction to the topic of this page, "responsibility":
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The following sentence flew to us without known source, which very obviously fits the behavior of
the power elite in so many questions that we pay attention to it, consider its correctness probable:
"They (the powerful) believed that they had to tell us what they were going to do to us, because
only if we did not resist could they do it without suffering any "karmic" damage."
As I said, we have no evidence of the authenticity of this sentence.
But we can observe how the powerful consistently convey to us in this way, openly or covertly or
codedly, hints of truth or of planned intentions over and over again. They do this again and again in
a way that we are supposed to understand it with difficulty or to misclassify it consciously.
Anyone who picks up on these transmitted messages is marked as a "conspiracy theorist." And so
they keep resistance in the population in check and can, for example, organize one war after
another.
But by informing people about their plans or about other truths, they can make them share the
responsibility.
The unsuspecting and uninterested people, after months of newspaper and television propaganda,
even take sides with the attackers or destroyers from governments or in other responsible positions.
Thereby we unknowingly take co-responsibility for many crimes and - in the language of these
occultists - take over much of the rotten "karma" and take this part of the karma from them, the
criminals. They are pedantic careful to remain as "clean" as possible themselves and let other
clueless "foot soldiers" or ordinary people do the actual crimes.
This also includes obtaining the active or passive consent to their crimes, in which the crimes are
announced or in which the criminals are legitimized by the citizens through elections and are
allowed to carry out the crimes with their "votes" in their name.
With this short excursion we come back to the religions. To a large extent, the traditions may have
misleading statements. But some texts are remarkably related even to the sinister religions of the
powerful and, if we could filter out the significant information and understand it in its proper
context, would provide us with very valuable clues.
Thus the "Creation Story" with "Adam and Eve", the "Tree of Knowledge", the "Serpent" and many
other details and symbols provide very significant clues, which we also find again and again in
occultism (only in the opposite sense, that the occultists are on the side of the Serpent, the
"Antagonist" and reveal themselves in the symbolism in this sense for the one who knows the
symbols).
The "Ten Commandments", according to our estimation, do not even come from our loving Creator,
who does not think anything of laws and contracts but, as Yeshua communicated, relies exclusively
on love.
But the rules of conduct, especially the first two or three commandments, basically have an
important message. They warn us against the (other) gods. They warn us against using images in a
religious context. And these warnings may have a reason. This would bring us back to the
statements from the beginning of our text about what rites, symbols, temples and so on would be all
about....
And again we can see how the rulers of the church and priests teach us, for example, with the 10
commandments the prohibition of images, but let us worship symbols, images of Jesus and even of
Mary in a church overloaded with images.
Or what should we call it when all the church-goers are praying and facing an altar with a largerthan-life figure of "Jesus" hovering over it on a "cross"? what meaning does it have when a "Mother
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of God" decorated with occult symbols is perched right next to it? What is the point of all the
"saint" images and in many cases symbols that are expressly known to be satanic (the eye in the
pyramid can be found in so many churches, even Protestant ones)?
Is it all just folklore gone out of hand, or is there still a darker intention and strategy in these
beautiful and, as it were, cruel images?
How the Powerful Push Responsibility Away with All Their Might
In order to describe how the power elite pushes away responsibility and the rotten "karma", as they
call it, when responsibility for destruction, suffering and oppression sticks to their heels, let us once
again refer to the traditions with their descriptions of the "fallen angels", not because you are
supposed to believe in these "fallen angels", but because they play a central role in the spiritual
world of the power elite, because these occult Freemasons, Jesuits and other secret allies themselves
firmly believe in this spiritual "reality":
The "fallen angels" are at the top of the power pyramid in this world. They stand above the most
powerful people of the earth The most powerful people of this earth consider themselves as
receivers of orders! But these angels had no permission to come to the earth and they had no
permission to lay hands on themselves. If they had done it or if they would do it, they would be
easily convictable and they could be made harmless in their destructive actions.
How they acted and act instead, describes again said "Genesis", the creation history of the Bible:
The serpent spoke to Eve and gave her the advice to ignore the guidelines of God, not to eat this
apple of the tree of knowledge. She did it according to the tradition then also and Adam did it
likewise. So first Eve and then Adam took the responsibility for the consequences according to this
tradition.
Because various "initiates" insist again and again on it, how restrictive it had been nevertheless
from God to forbid the consumption of the "tree of the knowledge", still another version from
unknown source should be told:
The still young humans, Adam and Eve, had still an immature brain. And the apple was likewise not
yet ripe and had tannic acid, which had the consequence that the maturation of the brains was
blocked. God or presumably at this point of the Bible actually our loving creator would have
intended according to this version thus quite that Adam and Eve should eat from this tree - only at a
later time. Then everything would have gone perfectly. So, however, they were helplessly exposed
with their immature brains (which could use only a tiny fraction of the abilities of the whole brain,
what also confirms the science today) to the "most cunning list smith of all cunning list smiths" and
this could snatch the rule over the world to himself because he could lead Adam and Eve
continuously into the error.
Please - now again nobody should simply believe this. But this version is at least more logical than
the version that God planted a tree, which Adam and Eve should not touch, merely to test their
obedience and to deprive them of the "knowledge", if they would be so "stupid" to listen to him.
Thus, in this version, it would become understandable what would go on on this earth. Our loving
creator, who would have been able to create such ingenious and beautiful creatures, could have
improbably wanted the limitation of the spiritual abilities of Adam and Eve. After all, He wanted to
create them precisely in "His image," as has been handed down. Had Adam and Eve not been
poisoned, the earth would be teeming with incredibly powerful and loving creatures, and that would
have changed the entire universe!
Again, this was a little excursion - we wanted to talk about the transfer of rotten responsibility to
others...
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The angels on this earth, which want to rule the earth or should (they are all subordinated to the
serpent and serve her likewise) do not lay hands on thus at all or only very rarely themselves, but
they "channel" with the people and these people act then accordingly.
The people with whom the higher angels channel are of course also often quite powerful. They also
know that they will get (in their occult language) a very bad "karma" if they themselves do the work
of destruction, oppression, torment and so on. For them the atomic bomb is at most good to make
people afraid or to cultivate unpleasant fantasies. But the real effective weapons in their hands are
guns and knives. These weapons are applied by the unsuspecting ordinary soldiers. These soldiers
then have destroyed souls after the war and cannot cope with life as anyone. Not because the
atrocities they experienced were so traumatizing, but because they can't come to terms with their
own guilt, because every night they dream of the people they themselves shot or tortured.
Why is this connection so significant for us?
We have so much respect for the great police apparatus, for the masked lackeys of the oppressors,
for atomic bombs and so on.
However, when we understand how the powerful consistently shift the responsibility for
destruction, exploitation and oppression down the pyramid of power, we understand that they are
completely powerless the moment the people at the bottom of the pyramid refuse their willingness
to engage in violence, destruction, oppression and exploitation!
Above all, with this knowledge, we can begin to learn how not to allow ourselves to be the
perpetrators of and RESPONSIBLE for oppression, injury and destruction through occult practices
such as, for example, rites, symbols, contracts, or through internalization of deceptive agendas. The
comprehension of this trick to take over the responsibility by the "ignorant" among the people is the
decisive step to leave the so-called "matrix" and to gain freedom and personal responsibility!
We understand how powerless in reality the supposedly "powerful" are and how powerful in reality
we simple people are, no matter how poor or rich we are, how high our "position" in society is or
whether we eke out our existence as beggars at the edge of the same.
On the contrary - the beggar who has left the system, who has no more money, who can no longer
oppress anyone - this beggar is the greatest challenge to the satanic system of power. HE has not
bowed down and refused to play the game. HE is able to overturn the system. That's why beggars
on the street are fought against so doggedly, so that also nobody would get the idea to stop "cycling"
(humping up and kicking down) and just live in love. Nobody should recognize that we would not
need this state basically, because everything what we need for the life is given by the nature, by the
earth.
Independent people who no longer strive for money, but who simply live from nature - these free
people are the most dangerous "terrorists" who frighten the satanic system because they could blow
it up.
And if then the connection to the heart would come to it, the ability to love, people who could heal,
in which they would open their hands and would let the strength of the love work directly, then we
have to do it with the biggest system threat at all!
And with it we would come to the "Inquisition" which continues until today!
Keyword "Codex Alimentarius" or said prohibition to heal - the power of love (next page)
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The Power of Love
For occult practitioners, methods of magic and any actions on the spiritual plane are the most
natural and meaningful tools of the trade. Those who wish to gain access to these tools and methods
must submit to the rules of a wide variety of associations and pledge secrecy and service. Occult
practitioners can be Freemasons or shamans and various other esoteric practitioners. Insofar as these
initiates consider themselves occult or esoteric, we can assume in virtually all cases that these
people seek the connection and assistance of angels.
These statements are not conspiracy theories on our part, but are documented in many writings and
also in television documentaries on public television. This is what the occultists and esotericists
themselves say about themselves.
Whether we believe in the effectiveness of these tools should not matter. The said practitioners
firmly believe in them and they consider these tools as the basis of their power. And they involve us
deeply in their occult black magic rituals through the media and religions, instructing us to
participate in them through language, through government documents, through computer games or
cultural practices.
At the same time, as already indicated, they take thorough care that people outside the secret
societies and who have not made commitments of secrecy and service, that these people do not have
any access of their own to said occult practices.
This would not be a problem with regard to the occult practices, because we also suggest you not to
practice them and to stay away from them fundamentally. We consider the cooperation with angels,
the use of symbols and rites harmful, because by doing so we give power and responsibility to the
outside, to forces whose intentions we cannot assess.
Either, we do not believe in these things and then also suggest not to practice them. However, if it is
considered to test these practices, we suggest to take seriously the spiritual information that is
available to us and to question what quality these practices have.
The moment we pay so much attention to these practices that we also engage in a test to see if they
might work, at that moment we should consider it equally likely, or at least possible, that other
spiritual connections, including spiritual beings associated with them, might also exist.
What did the occult Goethe want to tell us with the saying "Die ich rief, die Geister werd ich nun
nicht los" ("the ones I've called, those ghosts now I don't get rid of them")?
However, are there now spiritual tools whose use does not deprive us of the power over the further
events, which leave us in the responsibility and which do not disturb or destroy our loving
connection to our loving Creator and to all other dear living beings?
These tools exist.
It is simply our will and our love. It is our brain and our heart, when they work spiritually in
connection with each other.
If we simply wish from our heart, our wishes have a great power to "manifest", to become reality.
We can actually find out and learn a lot about this spiritual work on the internet, also from
esotericists. The tightrope walk consists in recognizing with starting interest, from which place and
with which wishes we move in the direction of the "angel and god world".
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And here it depends partly on subtleties, which seem very insignificant to many initially.
For example esotericists explain in an impressive way how we create by "imagination" (conscious
conception) a bright white light, which belongs to the "good and saving side". In fact, however,
much more that we learn from followers of the "light side" indicates that this same light side is
likely to be only the "Luciferian" department of the overall occult edifice.
A golden light, on the other hand, according to statements of some practitioners, has the quality of
love, so that in our estimation the conscious conception of golden light creates a helpful force.
Also a helpful power is often connected with green light, which would stand for healing. For such
work of green light there are partly even representations in feature films (for example "Astral City",
whereby this film remains presumably nevertheless located within the occult spiritual worlds - only
the use of the green light for healing seems comprehensible to some humans). The healing
concerned in connection with the green light can be supported by good anatomical knowledge about
an infirmity and about the corresponding healthy condition by imagination.
Those who heal in this way through imagination should pay close attention to their hands and, if
they tingle slightly, clean them, including the arms, with soap or, better, with salt water, in order to
prevent the transmission of the diseases to their own bodies through the spiritual path - this advice
is given by some practitioners.
The idea of a blue shell, for example, according to various statements, should create a spiritual
protection of the person or people surrounded by it.
We mention the exemplary methods described here because, according to our impression, the
positive power of these tools arises exclusively from ourselves, from our heart and our brain, and
because we do not have to make or enter into any unpleasant contracts or connections through these
tools.
Anyway to simply wish something from heart however is enough for this wish to gain power and
this will take effect even without further methods.
We mention at this point that many spiritually experienced people warn of dangers in meditations of
any kind. Through meditation, chakras can be opened and the meditators are thus exposed to
spiritual attacks without protection. Many gurus are able to redirect the energy generated during
meditation and use it in their sense. Many meditations use symbols or, as in the example of yoga,
symbols can be represented by postures whose meaning and effect we often do not know. Many
meditations have directly the task of creating connection with angels.
So there are definitely ways to work spiritually without slipping into the realm of magic or
esotericism or occultism.
And, of course, the occult powers will do everything to either prevent this from happening or to
steer it in their desired direction by the sudden appearance of "supporters" and "advisors".
What do you think the so-called "Original Christians" did at that time and what they were
persecuted for? Do you think that Yeshua only healed individuals by opening his hands and healing
them spiritually, just so that he could distinguish himself as a "unique miracle healer"? Or did he not
rather teach his followers how we can heal with our mind and with our heart?
And this knowledge was the greatest threat to the elite of power then, as in the times of the
Inquisition, and also today.
For this reason, we also strongly warn you not to use these practices just like that in front of others,
or even to talk about them (talk that you could do so).
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Also we do not say that these things worked, but we simply reproduce what we have heard from a
wide variety of sources and we evaluate an inner logical quality that distinguishes the methods just
mentioned from methods of occultism.
Healers today, when "caught" at it, are simply snatched away and boxed in or psychartrized, as it
has already happened to many doctors who had successfully developed and applied their own
healing methods on the basis of their own experiences.
But how do we get the inner power to do such things and what can help us increasing this inner
power?
We naturally already have this life and love force within us.
As already said several times, however, this power is massively weakened in all of us by the black
magic attacks and by the black magic seduction, which no human being can escape on this earth.
In addition, how we receive this strength in full measure back, again Jeshua gave us even in the
tradition of the twisted Bible still sufficient references:
Money alone distances us from our love, because the way of life with money corresponds to a
permanent contract situation and not to our heart and the giving of our works in love to our
neighbors.
In order to increase our power, it is urgent to enter into the loving connection with all the plants,
animals and people that surround us.
We can overcome the first major hurdle to this loving connection through the tool of forgiveness.
By remembering all that we have done to our fellow creatures through unkindness and brutality, we
open up the possibility of entering into loving connection with our fellow creatures again.
At this point it should be mentioned that also plants have a soul and a feeling. Plants and animals
also concede to us that we feed on them, as cruel as that is. Possibly, it is variously reported, in a
holy and paradisiacal world there could be the possibility to feed exclusively on the energy of love
and on fruits given to us by plants. But we do not live in that world and, even if we consume meat,
we do not have to see in it an insurmountable hurdle to enter into loving connection with animals as
well. Of course, however, this is not possible insofar as we are indifferent to cruel animal
husbandry. So it is a difficult path in this world to do one's possible, to eat healthy and all this
without making oneself ill by overstraining oneself. What is important now, first and foremost, is to
connect with the living beings.
A further step on the way into the love (and the free life) is the dissolution of contracts!
Before our loving creator contracts have no existence and he and the angels connected with him will
never enter into contracts with us!
Who has sold his soul probably must struggle with the "buyer" of the soul - but he will receive all
conceivable support from our loving Creator, if he wants to keep his soul and to return to heaven
with the dear plants, animals and people and this will be possible for him, if he really wishes this,
with the help of our loving Creator. And so it stands with all other contracts, which we have entered
numerously with the dark side on this earth. It starts with the birth certificate with which our parents
unwittingly sold us to the power elite, it continues with the identity cards we have signed, with tax
returns, with the use of money and so on....
If we succeed in ending all these contracts, also contracts that we have made unconsciously on the
spiritual level, and to live without money in loving connection with all the dear living beings and
people surrounding us, then the chance opens up to increase our life and love energy to such an
extent that we attain the same power for healing as Yeshua had. This is how many traditions are to
be understood,
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However, through our life and love energy and through our wishing, we can wish healing for the
entire world - and could, without mentioning this, bring about the active support of our loving
Creator. We could, according to some reports on the internet (which we deliberately do not link
here, like all others quoted here), wrap the whole earth in golden light in our imagination, with the
idea that all people come into their consciousness of their life, into their love, that they connect with
nature, with plants, animals and the other people. We could imagine that all the electromagnetic
rays coming from 5-G transmitters, from satellites or from ring particle accelerators, that all these
energies would simply be transformed into golden dust, which would slowly trickle down to the
earth and spread evenly over the ground.
Of course we distance ourselves at this point from such recommendations, we only reproduce what
we have heard elsewhere. Everybody must be responsible for himself, what he does and what he
doesn't do...

What does "Hell" mean?

In industrial mass animal farming animals are exploitet both physically and spiritually.
Is there even one hell or several hells?
Is hell a place where an "almighty God" punishes people until they are "purified"? Or is hell or are
hells places where the spiritual energy of living beings or spirit beings is deliberately drained and
harvested?
In the following we will consider some spiritual messages from various directions, from which an
amazingly vivid picture of "hell" emerges. And this picture does not correspond to the "place of
purification" or "punishment" of which the Pharrerisees and other gurus tell us so about "hell".
As always - you should not "believe" anything we say, because we do not know all this either. Take
the pictures and messages with you and think about what this could mean for the actions of the
powerful and for us, if these things were so or if the powerful "only" believed it so.
Just let the images sink in and ask yourself what these images represent....
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White Temple

Representation of hell in the "White Temple" / "Wat Rong Khun" in Thailand

Overseers(?) of hell in the White Temple
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"Energiefresser"(?) im White Temple
Of course, it is interpretation what this fibrous mass is under the heads. It is unclear if the mass is
supporting the heads or if, for example, the head in the foreground is eating this mass and feeding
on it. This fibrous mass could be the extracted energy - which is admittedly only our interpretation.
Railroad underpass at the river Würm

Artful "Grafitti" / painting of a presumably occult artist in the railroad underpass at the HermannHesse-Weg at the Würm in Pasing / Munich.
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Detail of this painting - densely packed human bodies caught in a "stream of energy"?Audience hall
in the Vatican

Gigantic portrait behind the pope in the audience hall in the Vatican.
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Detail of the same portrait in the audience hall.
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"Jesus" / Messiah is carried upwards by "vortex of violence and energy" of this "atomic explosion".
Is this possibly the "true" Messiah of the Kazarian Jews! Does he organize this "vortex of violence
and energy" (quotation of the artist) to strengthen himself at this energy and to "ascend" so?
The rags are not to be recognized as people - but which violence should be meant, if not the
violence which is done to living beings (thus humans, animals and plants) by such a destruction?
Are not possibly all wars and organized acts of violence of this earth in reality sacrificial rituals to
the gods? More about this gruesome image and the audience hall at
friedenskalender.de/kirchen.htm (only german).
Disco

Disco mass event - densely surrounded by innumerable "attractive" people, in a "spirit" in which
making contact is almost impossible, because uncool, because too loud -> Greatest loneliness for
the majority of those present in the dense crowd, although a multitude has come to get in touch with
people. I write this as someone who has always loved to dance freely and who has always sought
some kind of fulfillment in discos. Can it be that this spirit of "coolness" and the loneliness of the
majority of visitors and the nevertheless given "addiction" to visit these places again and again
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because everyone does it, because one hopes for fulfillment here - that all these things were
prepared and designed very purposefully and precisely? And nobody tells me that at least as much
energy vampirism does not take place in these places as in a soccer stadium!
Various cinematic representations of hell
- In the "Matrix" trilogy, people are depicted being energetically drained after being wired to the
Matrix and mentally living in an illusion.
- In various feature films, people are depicted in "interim-hells" where they also vegetate in large
numbers in cramped quarters in pale gray light and suffer incapable of contact with each other.

And how do you get to hell, or how do you avoid going there?
Many traditions on this subject emphasize the freedom of the will to go to these places or to leave
them.
However, the relevant knowledge of how to recognize these places, what the alternatives are and
how to find them is of utmost importance. Also, according to many statements, the knowledge of
overcoming energetic boundaries plays a major role and it is easy for "knowers" to hold "ignorers"
captive magically or energetically.
The example of the disco is for me one of the most impressive examples (and we don't want to
claim now that a disco is a hell and whoever goes there is in hell - we rather want to consider this
example as an image for the way to an actual hell). A longing and a (false?) promise magically
attracts people to visit this place. Fortunately, on this earth there is an exit in every disco and people
get free again and live their normal life. But what if this place was in the beyond and if the exit was
energetically locked? As said, there is a multiplicity of spiritual beings, which bring excellent
knowledge and intelligence, in order to (lead) and purposefully drain humans, without humans
noticing this. And the latter definitely also takes place on earth!
And another example are without doubt the religions. The contact to the gods is drilled into the
"believing" people by "authorities" and under group "coercion". What would be if exactly the
learned contacting rituals after the death calls the spirits on the plan, which leads one into the
respective "heaven" of the respective gods or religions?!
In our opinion, with rituals, symbols, invocations or contracts one is faster in spiritual connections
of this kind than most people think possible. We suggest to stay away from all these things - not
because we don't believe in a spiritual reality, but exactly because we assume this spiritual reality.
THEY tell us all about themselves. Just take another look at the examples shown above, let them
sink in and think about what the creators of these things wanted to tell us with them!
Yes, and we do not miss any opportunity to remind: Love is the best protection! Who would take up
connection to other people in a loving way in one of these hells, he would disgrace himself
hopelessly because he would disturb the cold group cohesion. And the groups would expel the
loving ones (if not already the love or life energy - both is the same - if not this loving energy would
free the people alone from the captivity of the lovelessness).
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Who does bad things to other living beings in his life and who is not able to go into forgiveness and
to wish this sincerely from the damaged ones - he loses the protection of the life energy. He is
defenceless against the attacks of the energy vampires. He will find it difficult to return to the
energy of love.
But "hell" does not represent punishment, these people "judge" themselves by their deeds.
Unfortunately, however, even very dear people are at risk of falling into this captivity of energy
vampires, if they are simply not tough enough to see through the spiritual frauds and if they allow
themselves to be seduced into worshipping the various gods. And we also repeat this on this
occasion: the "One, True, Almighty, Lord and God" in virtually every religion is NOT the One who
lovingly created plants, animals and humans. He would not allow himself to be worshipped and he
would not accept priests who dictate to people how things should be done. Who joins the various
priests and other gurus, he is reliably led into the religions and comes into the "right" heaven of the
respective religion!
Just look at the pictures and symbols! They explain everything!
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Jegoo
Jegoo is an "ordinary" person with strengths and weaknesses who has gone through some
traumatizing experiences that still mark him today, both physically and psychologically. He was in a
motorcycle club, wears some tattoos (which he would like to get rid of today) and he got to know
the world quite well also "from underground" in the figurative sense. He also did his military
service in a somewhat "more robust" department.
But this gloomy environment spat him out at some point because he didn't belong there.
At an absolute low point in his life, he experienced how the plants communicated with him. And
shortly thereafter, in spiritual conversation, he also came into contact with the One who had created
plants, animals and humans out of and with love, our "loving Creator." During this time of his
recognition and "awakening", Jegoo found memories and hints to his former life as Yeshua of
Nazareth.
For simplicity, the various designations for "Jesus-figures" are used below as follows: "Jegoo"
refers to Jens Gordon, who lives in modern times. By "Yeshua" is meant the Yeshua of Nazareth
described in the Bible, who came to earth for us at that time. When we speak of "Jesus" or
"Messiah" on this site, we are referring to religious figures who are NOT Jegoo and who, in our
opinion, are also not the Yeshua described in the Bible.
Jegoo is still searching and researching in relation to this question. To this day, doubts definitely
reach him regarding this question. But above all, Jegoo is also searching for answers to the question
of who this Yeshua of Nazareth was at that time and who he was not. For example, Jegoo found out
that Yeshua then (and he, the Jegoo of today) was NOT the Messiah, who might not be on the side
of our loving Creator. Jegoo found out that at the time of Yeshua there were several preachers on the
road, with several of them giving sermons on the mount, and with several of these preachers and
prophets also being crucified. Jegoo assumes that the reports about Jesuha in the Bible, for example,
also about the sermon on the mount are at least incomplete and in many cases also reflect the actual
speech falsified or twisted. But he assumes that apart from these distortions the biblical Sermon on
the Mount should certainly refer to a speech given by Yeshua at that time.
The name Jegoo results when the rough letters are removed from Jens Gordon. The name is
pronounced like Yeshua. Those who want to find reasons to distrust Jegoo will probably find things
to justify their distrust. We are not concerned with the importance of the human Jegoo, he himself as
a human is in our and in his eyes "unimportant" or not "more important" than any other human on
earth.
Jegoo is a messenger. Of importance are his statements and the information we can receive from
him. In other words, it is up to each listener or reader what importance he or she wants to attach to
these statements and information or not. That is what matters to us. That or if Jegoo has a special
meaning for this earth beyond his statements is a quite important question. But this question is not
of special importance for you and for us simple people because Jegoo does or does not do these
things independently of us. The question is significant only insofar as we should not hinder him in
what he is doing, just as we should not do it to anyone else and he does not do it to others. For you
and for us ordinary people, the only thing that matters is to decide what hearing we give to Jegoo
and whether we consider his statements significant and accept them or not.
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We wish you, dear reader, to take everything you learn from Jegoo and from this homepage with an
open mind and interest and to consider the originator of this information (Jegoo) as someone of
whom you have never really heard who he really is. The religious teacher and the pastor and the
enthusiastic evangelical and Bible Christian speak in the vast majority of cases of a "Jesus" who is
NOT Jegoo! So please don't torment yourself with the question if Jegoo is "IT" (this "Jesus" in the
church) really - no, he is not! Just as little as in any Christian church or in any temple our loving
Creator would be worshipped. But we have already explained this elsewhere....
We, the very very few friends of Jegoo are his friends because we consider his statements and
information very significant for us and for humanity. His statements have partially answered
questions that have plagued us for many years before. He has put the pieces of the puzzle of the
half-knowledge, which we already had before as "half-awake", in such a way that the whole picture
got many times clearer contours and became coherent. Coherent not in the sense that the reality
would be all at once harmonious and good, but coherent in the sense that the reality appears now
comprehensibly described and explained. This does not change that we consider ourselves further as
"half awake" and equipped with "half knowledge", but the learned from Jegoo has become a firm
component of our world view, because this is simply not explainable without the learned from
Jegoo, which was missing to us before. The information learned from Jegoo is besides simply
obvious and compelling. Actually, we had this information to the predominant part already, for
example even from the Bible or from other traditions (no, we are furthermore NOT Bible believers but also this is explained elsewhere). Partly they simply mirror the visible reality. The special
benefit that Jegoo created for us is to filter out the significant information and put it into a
comprehensible context, which explains so many important things.
And this joy in understanding reality, this joy is what binds us to Jegoo, more than the question of
who he really was.
Only one thing is absolutely clear for us friends of Jegoo: His unique insights can under no
circumstances be explained by his old social environment. From our point of view his insights are
so ingenious that they cannot possibly spring from the erroneous thoughts of a purified "rocker", but
they can only spring from a direct connection to something very different, which at least until then
was not accessible to us. His ingenious side, his amazing knowledge and his beautiful thinking
come from a completely different world, which cannot be explained as a nicely twisted rocker
philosophy with the best will in the world.
The most beautiful indication that he could actually be in direct connection with our loving creator
is his description of our loving creator as the one "who created plants, animals and humans out of
and with love for the Garden of Eden". Only people who have asked and researched more have
found that there can be something wrong with the alleged "only, true, right and almighty God" of
the alleged "monotheistic religions" and that this God of the religions is not a good God ("ReLegion"?!). The explanation gave Jegoo and it is to be found with NOBODY else before: Our
loving creator is not this God. And even the term "creator" is used by Satanists for their "spiritual
creator of mankind" and church leaders mean exactly this "creator" when they speak of their
"almighty lord".
By describing our loving Creator as the one who created plants, animals and humans out of and
with love, this is exactly what is meant and a misdirection can be ruled out if we mean it this way. If
the phrase so readily quoted by Christians, "No one comes to the Father except through me," could
have any meaning, part of that meaning could lie in this simple description of our loving Creator,
for words create reality. Whoever worships the "almighty ruler" will find to an "almighty ruler", but
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our loving Creator neither wants to be almighty nor to rule and this logic can be found even in the
Bible.
Jegoo's actions and work also make sense in a unique way and the way he describes Yeshua from
his memory and how he himself acts gives this character a unique meaning that we have never been
able to experience before in religious education. Jegoo explains to us how WE can save the earth on
the edge of the abyss and what he is doing to help mitigate or avert the catastrophe and this
explanation makes more sense than anything we can hear anywhere about saving the earth through
"ascending consciousness". It makes more sense than all the religious descriptions of how
"Christians" should only bring themselves to heavenly safety in the face of apocalyptic catastrophe
through faith and worship, without primarily working selflessly to save the earth. Thus, Jegoo gives
meaning to his being through the unique contents and through his actions on the spiritual level,
more than we wanted to check any reference to the past.
For us, his statement that he is here on earth with a significant task definitely means another little
twitch that runs through us: This person actually lives very simply and modestly and makes no
special demands. If this human being could really have a special meaning for the earth, then it must
not fail under any circumstances that he receives the very few necessary support from us and from a
few further supporters. He needs it in order to go his way and to clear the stones out of the way,
which are put again and again into the way of him and of all of us.
If he and if we were indeed mistaken in his meaning, we would do no noticeable harm by our
support. If we were to support one of the many fraudulent "aid organizations", we would not
consider our actions to be particularly harmful, even though these organizations collect billions
every year and do not make the world a better place.
If, on the other hand, Jegoo was really on this earth on an important mission, if, moreover, this
information had come to us and if we could guess from the beauty of his words that Jegoo might
have some significance, then we would never be able to forgive ourselves later if we had denied
him help which would have cost us comparatively little and which, however, could have
represented a significant improvement for our life on earth.
This is what happened to us and we take the liberty of passing on this uncomfortable thought to
you.

Hints for supporting Jegoo are only displayed at the homepage (at the same place) to adapt them at
any time.
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A Message from Jens Gordon Gerbracht

agnostic
protector of love
I am one of many
we are here with you,
in the dark valley
jegoo, in the old way pronounced: jeshoa, that's my name.
it is composed of jens derived by johannes, "the blessed" and gordon, from the Celtic, "from the
great mountain".
the blunt added letters put out and voila, jegoo.
it gets even better ...
gerbracht, my aftermath: ger = "spear" = "lance"; bracht = "who brings it"
I came to bring the less dear into the love. Everyone has their own decision.
the path of nature in love with the feeling of love in oneself without hate and anger or bad
conscience, his goal reveals itself.
everyone is on the path at birth, getting older and looking for the many ways made of tar, concrete,
music, drugs, alcohol ...
yes, they are all looking for and become addicted. if they would just have stayed on the path.
well, everyone does fall, because the paved roads are also a "fall".
they mirror what maybe everyone is looking for? with light, mica and warmth? together artificial
love? Could that be the seduction in a tempting more comfortable world?
then when you enter it, your way of the world, the conditions will come. If you want to live here,
you have to pay, no matter what.
People fall in love, such a nonsense! if i live in love, i can intensify this love harmonically, but i do
not fall in love, right?
so, my question to you:
Can we live in good love with plants, animals and people? that a feeling of love exists in a
connection between the three types?
we are here to raise this love in you, that we live together in love. even for those who have entered
into a pact with the lesser dear (lord and god of civilization = religion = satan), they can return to
the path, for satan himself had hold no word or pact.
Be aware of what it means to see for yourself! perhaps in love with all dear creatures, to live in a
connection with feeling?
could that be the path of "virtue" to our dear daddy?
your jeshoa
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